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Abstract.

Peculiar atmosphericradar echoesfrom the high-latitude summer

mesosphere
havespurredmuchresearch
in recentyears.The radardata (taken
on frequencybandsrangingfrom 2 to 1290MHz) havebeensupplemented
by
measurements
from an increasingarsenalof in situ (rocketborne) and remote

sensing
(satellites
andlidars)instruments.
Theories
to explainthesepolarmesospheresummerechoes
(PMSEs)havealsoproliferated.Althougheachtheoryis
distinctand fundamentallydifferent,they all sharethe featureof beingdependent
on the existenceof electricallychargedaerosols.It is thereforenatural to assume
that PMSEsare intimatelylinkedto the otherfascinatingphenomenon
of the cold

summermesopause,
noctilucent
clouds(NLCs),whichare simplyice aerosols
that
arelargeenough
to be seenby the nakedeye. In thispaperwe criticallyexamine
both the data collectedand the theoriesproposed,with a specialfocuson the
relationshipbetweenPMSEs and NLCs.
Introduction

In this paper we will focus on radar observationsof

The Earth's atmosphere is characterized by many
fantastic phenomena that can be seen with the naked
eye. We observea variety of cloudsin the troposphere,
the stratosphere, and the mesosphere. Deep convective storms produce spectacular lightning displays. At

night we see meteoroidsburning during their impact
into the lower thermosphere and upper mesosphere.In
the polar ionosphere,beautiful aurora result from atoms
excited by precipitating magnetosphericparticles. All

thesephenomena(clouds,lightning,meteors,aurora)
are also detected by radars, although there are sometimes marked

differences

in the mechanisms

that

create

the optical and the radar phenomena, and there are
many cases when the radar and optical observations
do not coincide in space and time. A radar can, for
instance, observethe developmentof troposphericconvection, which cannot be seen visually; only at a later
stage when the hydration processhas started to create
large enough water droplets do we see the cloud. To
understand the physical-chemicalreasonsbehind these
observations,various theories, models, remote sensing
techniques,and in situ instrumentshave been developed
and applied.

polar mesosphere
summerechoes(PMSEs) and their
relationshipto noctilucentclouds(NLCs). NLCs have
been observedfor more than 100 years [Gadsdenand
Taylor, 1994a]. They occur in the summermonths at
altitudes around 82-83 kin. They can be seenfrom the
ground under twilight conditionswhen the Sun is below the horizon but is illuminating them in the mesosphere. Mesosphericcloudshave alsobeenstudiedwith
satellites [Donahu½½tal., 1972; Thomas,1984; Evans
½t al., 1995] and by astronauts [Packer and Packer,
1977];becausetheseobservations
from spacewerenot
restrictedto the nighttime, the cloudsweregivena more

generalname,polar mesospheric
clouds(PMCs). Because of the different viewing geometries,NLCs and
PMCs appear not to have exactly matching characteristics,even though they may be two facetsof the same
phenomenon.The most recent comparisonof satellite
versusground-based
observations
supportthis interpretation [Wiens et al., 1995]. For more informationwe
refer the reader to the NLC papers in this issue.
PMSEs havemostlybeenobservedwith MST (mesosphere-stratosphere-troposphere)
radars,whichwereintroduced

in the

1970s for observations

of the struc-

ture and dynamicsof the lower and middle atmosphere

[Woodmanand Guillgn,1974]. Theseradarsdetect
Copyright
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echoes scattered

index fluctuations

of

the clear and cloudy air, suchas due to density,temper-
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usually operate in the low VHF band around 50 MHz
with peak powers of some 10 to 1000 kW and antenna

areasof more than a few 1000 m2. Typically, their

al., 1983b]. They alsohavea markedsemidiurnalvariation in echo strength with a prominent minimum near
2000 LT in all observationsand a maximumjust after lo-

height resolution is 150 m and their altitude coverage calnoonin mostcases[Balsleyet al., 1983b;Czechowsky
rangesup to 20-25 km in the stratosphereand (inter- et al., 1989; Kirkwood et al., 1995; Williams et al., 1995;

mittently) 60-90 km in the mesosphere.
One usually assumesthat the MST radars detect
echoesfrom refractive index variations induced by tur-

Palmer et al., 1996].
The PMSEs occur in layers up to a few kilometers in
thicknessand can alsobe as thin as the best radar range

bulenceand/or air massmixing. In the troposphere, resolution
of 150m [Frankeet al., 1992].Theyoftenocechoescan also be detectedfrom hydrometeorsand cur in double or multiple sheetsseparatedby a few kilolightning. In the mesosphere,turbulence and air mass
mixing occur, too, as the dominant scattering mechanism, but there is a major exception. This happens
during PMSE events, which we will describein more
detail in this paper. We will also point to significant
similarities

with NLCs.

meters. Their scatter crosssectioncan changeby 2 orders of magnitude within a few minutes, which is probably an indication of their horizontalpatchiness,as ob-

servedby Coiliset al. [1994]and Bremeret al. [1996b].
The PMSE layers are frequently lifted up and down in

heightby up to a few kilometers(Figure1). This verti-

In recent years the polar mesospherehas alsoreceived

cal motion can be quite dramatic, either wavelikewith

attentionin the popularpress[Stone,1991;Gore,1992] verticalvelocityamplitudesup to 8-10 m s-• for 6-20
becauseof the propositionthat NLCs are a harbinger

minutes or evenjumps of the same order of velocity oc-

of global change. Thomaset al. [1989]positedthat

curringin lessthan i min [RSttgerandLa Hoz, 1990].

NLCs really were absent before their discoveryin 1885
and that they have been steadily increasingdue to the

On longer timescales,such as many hours, the PMSE

anthropogenic
increasein atmosphericmethane(about
half of the mesosphericwater vapor is believed to come

layersmostlymovedownwardby 1-2 km h-•. This is
alsoobservedin the mean vertical velocity,althoughwe
are not claiming an equivalencebetweenthesetwo velocities. Note that an apparent vertical movement of a

from the photodissociation
and oxidationof upwardly
transportedmethane). Alternatively,a cloudincrease layer can be due to the horizontal advection of a tilted
can also be causedby a drop in mesopausetemperature
layer,whichhasbeenobserved[vanEykenet al., 1991].
[Gadsden,1990], which could result from an anthroCzechowsky
et al. [1988]and Reid e! al. [1988]repogenicincreasein C02 [Robieand Dickinson,•989]. ported a substantial aspect sensitivity of PMSEs at
There is some evidence for an increase in NLC occur-

53.5 MHz of about 1-2 dB per degreezenith angle, an

rencein the last 20 to 30 years [Gadsden,1990].And, observationthat is incompatible with isotropicscatter.
as explainedin the "Theory" section,PMSEs are also Statistically, the aspect sensitivity of 50-MHz PMSEs
likelytobeverysensitive
tochanges
intemperature
and growsweakerwith increasingheight [HuamanandBalwater content; thus they too could be used as an index sley,1996].
of global change.
Frequency Dependence

PMSEs have been observedat frequenciesother than

Observations

around50 MHz. For example,PMSEsobserved
with

Morphology

the Europeanincoherentscatter (EISCAT) 224-MHz

When the Poker Flat 50-MHz radar started operation
in Alaskain !979, the investigatorsimmediatelynoticed
that echoesfrom the summer mesospherewere several

radar show similar features, as observed at 50 MHz

ordersof magnitudestrongerthan thoseobserveddur-

ing otherseasons[Ecklundand Balsley,1981]. The
averagedsignalprofilepeakedat a heightof 86 km and
echoes were observed between about 75 km and up to
100 km.

These characteristics were confirmed in the

followingyearsat Andenesin northernNorwayby observationswith the mobile soudingsystem(SOUSY)
53.5-MHz radar [Czechowsky
et al., !989].
For a generalhistoricalsummaryof PMSE radar observationswe refer the readerto Cho and Kelley [1993]
and RSttger[1994b].In this paper we will concentrate
on the comparisonof radar-observedPMSEs and the
visually observedNLCs.
The

seasonal variation

of PMSEs

in the northern

hemisphereshowsa steepincreasein occurrence
at the
end of May and a fade-outin mid-August[Balsleyet

[Hoppe e! al., 1988]. RSttger e! al.

[1988] pre-

sented Doppler spectra of PMSEs at 224 MHz that
were frequently much too narrow for turbulent scatter. However, quite broad spectra were also observedat
times, indicating strong neutral turbulence. This was
confirmed by simultaneous radar and rocket measure-

ments [Kelley et al., 1990]. Thesesignalseither developed from narrow spectra during gravity wavebreaking
eventsor were broad and turbulent from the beginning
of their observations. The latter type frequently occurred in the upper portion of the PMSE observation
region. The role of neutral gas turbulence in PMSEs is
discussedfurther in the "Theory" section.
Later, P MSEs were also briefly observedon 933 MHz

with the EISCAT UHF radar [RSttgeret al., 1990b]
and on 1290 MHz with the Sondrestrom
radar [Cho et
al., 1992b]. The former observationcouldbe clearly
discriminated

from the incoherent

scatter echoes due
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Figure 1. Six hoursof height-time-intensity
(HTI) plot of polar mesosphere
summerechoes
(PMSEs) observedwith the Europeanincoherentscatter(ElSCAT) VHF radar, July 6, 1988.
Each time slice is self-normalizedto bring out the fine structural features [from Havnes et al.,
1992].
to their narrow spectra and high echo power. The

yield crosssectionsat 50 MHz that are up to 6 orders of

933-MHz

magnitudelargerthan thoseat 933 MHz [Rb'll#erel al.,
1990b]. Here we must insert a note of cautionregard-

incoherent

scatter

observations

of the elec-

tron density around the later occurring PMSEs, observed by the collocated 46.9-MHz Cornell University

portableradar interferometer(CUPRI), showeda biteout, as alsoobservedby rocketprobes JUlwicket al.,
1988;Inhester et al., 1990].
Recently, PMSE-like echoes were observed in the

ing these cross-sectioncomparisons,sincethe scattering

volume is usually not homogeneous
(causingerrorsin
cross-sectionestimates) and the observationswere not
done with collocated radars or equivalent radar configuration [Hoppeet al., 1990].

HF (8-9 MHz) band over Vasil'sursk,Russia(56øN) Latitudinal
[Karashtin et al., 1996]. The occurrencerate was close
to 100% in the 83 to 91-km altitude

zone. The coarse

Dependence

P MSEs are not just confinedto high latitudes above
.-• 60ø, but they also occasionallyoccur at midlatitudes.

height resolution of 3 km precluded a detailed study of
et al. [1979]first observedsummerechoes
echo characteristics, but the general features, such as Czechowsky
slowly descendinglayers, were very similar to those of at $2øN with the $3.$-MHz SOUSY radar that were
VHF PMSEs.
quite similar to PMSEs, later confirmed by Reid et al.

[1989]. Thomaset al. [1992]and Thomasand Astin
[1994]have recordedsimiliar echocharacteristics
with

At the very low end of the frequencyspectrum, radar
echoeswerealsorecentlyobservedon MF (2.78 MHz) at
high latitudes in summer, which appear to be related [o
the PMSEs observedsimultaneouslywith the EISCAT

the 46.$-MHz radar in Aberystwyth, Wales, also at

224-MHz radar [Bremeret al., 1996a].Not manysimul-

PMSEs should also occur in the Antarctic. However,
it appears that there is a hemispheric difference in the

52øN.

taneous, collocated observationsof PMSEs at multiple
frequencieshave been done so far, and only rough esti-

occurrenceof PMSEs, sincethey are almostabsent(re-

mates of their scatter

ported to be at least 30 dB weaker during the first 2

cross sections exist as a function

of

frequency.Rb'tt#er[1994b]presenteda multifrequency yearsof observations)at 62øSoverKing GeorgeIsland,
(or multiwavelength)schematicfor PMSEs that out- Antarctica, which may be an indication of a warmer
lines the possiblescattering mechanisms,ranging from summermesopausein the southernhemisphere[Balpartial diffusereflectionfrom steepelectron densitygra- sley et al., 1993, 1995]. Olivero and Thomas[1986]
dientscausingechoesat few-hundred-meterscalesto en- noticed that southern hemisphere PMCs were dimmer
hanced Thomson scatter resulting in echoesfor radars
with short wavelengthsof lessthan 1 m. These different mechanismsmust be kept in mind when comparing
scatter crosssectionsat different frequencies. Estimates

than northern hemisphere PMCs, which could be explained by either less water vapor or warmer temperaLures in the south. If the water vapor is assumedto be
the same, then the southern summer mesopausemust
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be 3 to 4 K warmer than the northern one [Thomas, the magneticfield (i.e., the auroralelectrojet),whereas
1995].The satellitedata of Barnett and Corney[1985] Kirkwoodet al. [1995]found no correlationbetween
support this temperature difference. Thus the hemi- PMSE and magnetic field fluctuations. On a related
sphericasymmetry in mesosphericcloudsand tempera- note, some correlation between auroral electrojet intenture observedby satellites is consistentwith the P MSE sity and the upper mesosphericwind field in the summer
observationsand the idea that they are critically de- wasreportedby Balsleyet al. [1982].However,a direct
pendent on low temperatures and ice particles. Global
regions of temperatures low enough to produce PMCs

causality between these variations has not been verified

[RSttgeret al., 1990b;Kirkwoodet al., 1995].

have been calculatedby Memmesheimer
et al. [1986],

Several features of PMSEs are quite similar to those
and similar calculations using the MSIS-E-90 model of NLCs, such as their geographicappearanceat high
have been done with respectto PMSEs [Hall, 1995, latitudes, their seasonalvariation, their altitude of oc-

1996]. Their resultsconfirmthe north-southasymme- currencenear the mesopause
(althoughthe mean NLC
try and the northern midlatitude extension of PMSE

altitude

occurrence.

tude [Ecklundand Balsley,1981; Gadsdenand Taylor,
1994b]),their thin and layeredformation,and in partic-

Connections

With

Other

Phenomena

is about

2-3 km below the mean

P MSE

alti-

ular their wavelike, steepened,and breaking structures.
Correlative studies between mesosphericclouds and
The first mention of NLCs and their potential relaPMSEs
have been difficult becauseof either poor spationship to PMSEs was made by Ecklund and Balsley

[1981],whosuggested
that water vapor,beinga prereq- tial resolution(PMCs) or the impossibilityof continuisite for NLCs, might acquire electronsand thus cre- uous observation(NLCs). Comparisonsof satelliteate sharp gradients increasingthe scatter crosssection observed PMCs and the Poker Flat radar record of PM-

of VHF

radar

waves.

This

was not

an unreasonable

SEs yielded a weak correlation [Jensenet al., 1988],

proposal,sincesharp electrondensitygradients/bite- while ground-observedNLC occurrencehave not been
outs were already observed with rockets by Pedersen correlatedwith PMSE occurrence[Taylor et al., 1989;

et al. [1970]. Severallater rocketmeasurements,
carry- Kirkwoodet al., 1995].On the otherhand,simultaneous

ing different kinds of probes, have proved the existence rocket and radar observationshave showna PMSE layer

of these bite-outs [Kelley and Ulwick, 1988; Inhester lying abovean NLC layer [WSlchliet al., 1993;Blix and
et al., 1990]. They are alsoseenin electrondensitypro- Thrane, 1993; Swartz et al., 1993]. Recently,L•'bken
et al. [1995] have been able to measureNLCs and
files measured with the incoherent scatter radar technique [RSttgeret al., 1990b].Thesebite-outs(and also P MSEs with high spatial resolutionin the same volthe less dramatic depletions of electron density in the

ume.

Their

simultaneous

VHF

radar

and lidar obser-

PMSE region)are nowbelievedto be createdby subvis- vations, together with rocket-deployedpassivefallingible ice particlesscavenging
the electrons[Reid, 1990, sphere temperature profiles, over Andoya, Norway are
et al. [1996]studiedthe
1995; Klostermeyer,1996]. Within thesebite-outsand shownin Figure2. Nussbaumer

at their edges,small-scaleelectrondensityirregularities temporal developmentof the same data set and showed
are observed, and their spatial fluctuation spectra can the lower ledge of the PMSE layer indeed coinciding
extend to scalessmaller than the inertial subrangeof very well with the layer of enhancedlidar scatter cross

neutral turbulence [Kelley and Ulwick,1988]. The ir-

section(Figure 3). Althoughvisualobservations
were

regularitieswere shownto be the scatterersfor PMSEs
that were observed simultaneously with the Poker Flat

not available to confirm that the lidar was scattering
from particles big enough to be seen from the ground
as NLCs, this is a clear proof that there are constituents
of the same structure in the mesopausethat increasethe

VHF radar [ Ulwicket al., 1988].
Czechowsky
e! al. [1989]and Kelley e! al. [1990]noticed a correlationof cosmicnoiseabsorption(i.e., D- cross section of lidar and radar scatter. It is interestregionelectrondensity)with integratedPMSE power. ing to note that there were PMSEs observedabovethe

One expectssomedependenceof the echopoweron elec- lowerledgeof the layer wherethe lidar did not showany
tron density(after all, the echoeswouldbe negligible echo. We will take this up again in the section "Eviwithoutanyfreeelectrons),but thereisno clearcase-to- dencefor a ConnectionBetweenSubvisibleChargedIce
casecorrelation with high-energyparticle precipitation Aerosols and PMSEs."

[Luhmannet al., 1983; Kirkwoodet al., 1995]. In the
sunlit summer mesopauseof the polar region there is
probably enough D-region electron density most of the
time to provide a sufficientbackgroundlevel for whatever mechanismgenerating PMSEs. This may not be
true in the very late part of the PMSE season(especially at night) and there have been somehints that
particle precipitation might have some effect in that
case [Hoffmanne! al., 1995]. Rishbethe! al. [1988]noticed the same periodicity in PMSE variation as those in

Dynamics and Thermal Structure
We find many exquisite displaysof NLCs in the liter-

ature [e.g., Witt, 1962], Gadsdenand Schrb'der
[1989],
Thomas[1991],and Gadsdenand Taylor [1994a]. All
of these images show articulated organization of waves
with different wavelengths,diversepropagation directions, steepenedpatterns, and occasionalbreakinginto
turbulent

structures.

Some of these features

have been

reproducedby recent dynamical simulations [Fritts
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Figure 2. Temperature
profiles(thicklines)measured
by fallingspheres
launchedfrom the
AndOyaRocketRangein Norwayat 0027UT (left panel)and 0109 UT (right panel). The
backscatterratiosfrom the Bonn UniversityRayleighlidar (left ordinate,upperscalefrom 0 to

200)andthesignal-to-noise
ratioof theArcticlidarobservatory
formiddleatmospheric
research
sounding
system(ALOMARSOUSY)VHF radarin dB (rightordinate,upperscalefrom50 to
0) areshownin eachpanelat thetimeof thefallingsphere
measurement
[fromœ•'bken
et al.,
1995].
et al., 1993],showingonceagainthe importanceof these
observationsin advancingour knowledgeof mesopausal
dynamics.
P MSE observations also show a variety of dynamic
features. These are observed in the height variation
of the echoesand their Doppler velocity as functions of

E 86
84

time (e.g.,Figure1 and Figure4). WhereasvisualNLC

2

E 82
i

(b)

E 86
ß 84
D

82

observationsprovide a horizontally extended image of
the light-scatteringice particles, the radars observea
small section of the horizontal plane but with high vertical and temporal resolution; the radar scatterers are
related to but not necessarily the same as the visual
ones, as explained in the section "Evidence for a Connection Between Subvisible Charged Ice Aerosols and
PMSEs." It is obvious, however, that both the NLCs
and the PMSEs are displayingthe dynamical structure
of the mesopause.Knowing about the dynamical structure lets us deducethe temperature structure and investigate its mutual relationship to the generationof the
light and radar scatterers.

Long-period(5-10 hours)wavesandtidal components
were first noted to be related to the occurrence

oo

Ol

02

and echo

powerof PMSEs by Carter and Balsley[1982]and Balsky et al. [1983b]. Recent studieshave verified and

UniversalTime

quantified these relationships, but their interpretation
varies [R•'ster, 1995; Cho and Morley, 1995; Williams
Figure 3. (a) Backscatterratio plot from the ALO- et al., 1995]. The first two invokewave-inducedtemMAR lidar (contour lines) and the Bonn University perature changesas the link betweenthe dynamicsand
(BU) lidar (shaded). (b) The BU lidar backscatter PMSEs,whilethe third (and the earlypapers)attribute
(shaded)versusthe ALOMAR-SOUSYradar signal-to- the link to wave-induced shear instabilities. In supnoiseratio (contourlines).All instruments
werelocated
in Andcya, Norway, and the plots are from the night of port of the latter explanation,Fritts et al. [1988]obJuly 30/31, 1994 (the sametime frame as the previous served in a case study that the highest PMSE power

figure)[fromNussbaumev
et al., 1996].

occurred in the most unstable phase of a 7-hour wave.
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As a specificexampleof how PMSEs help us to image

the dynamics,Alcalae! al. [1995]describeda thin sheet
of PMSE that was lifted vertically by 300 m within a
couple of minutes. Using spatial interferometry, they
were able to show that during this event the horizontal
wind also changedits direction dramatically. These observations

are consistent with the so-called wind corners

detectedby rocketchaffexperiments [Widdel and von
Zahn, 1990]. These observations
hint at the existence
of solitary wavesin the mesopauseregion.
That PMSEs have suchcharacteristicsof passivetracers are supported by other interferometric observations.

Pan andRSttger[1996]investigated
a PMSEevent(Figure 5), duringwhichan existingPMSE layerwasmodulated by a large-amplitude gravity wave. The spectrogram and the spatial coherenceshowedthat duringthis
wave event turbulence was almost negligible, but the
P MSE powerwas strong. The wavegrew in amplitude
and finally ended up in a steep and fast frequencyjump
when the layer was lifted vertically by severalhundred
met.ers. Immediately thereafter, a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability structure was observedand the Doppler spectrogram was dominated by extreme turbulence. We
Figure 4. Self-normalizeddynamic spectra of vertical concludethat during this event a preexisting PMSE
velocityof polar mesosphere
summerechoes(PMSEs) layer was perturbed and broken up by violent turbuobservedin single range gates with the ElSCAT VHF
lence, and the turbulence did not initially create the
radar. The Doppler frequency of 16 Hz correspondsto
a verticalvelocityof 10.7m s-• [fromRb'ttger,1994a]. PMSE layer. These observationsare consistentwith in

situ measurements
by Li'bkenet al. [1993],who noted

And Klostermeyer[1992]hasarguedthat layeredturbu-

a PMSE layer in a nonturbulent environment but with
sufficientlylarge electron densityfluctuationsto create

lent structures are produced by parametric instability the PMSE (Figure6). They alsoreporteda higherlayer
of long-period waves. On the other hand, Czechowsky in which turbulent mixing causedthe electron density
e! al. [1989]noted that the PMSE powerdid not gen- fluctuations correspondingto the simultaneouslyoccurring PMSE [Cho et al., 1993];Ulwicket al. [1993]also
erally correlate with wind shear. The case for PMSE
dependence on dynamical temperature modulation is showedevidencefor two different structuring and scattering mechanismsduring the samerocket salvo.
presentedin the "Theory" section.
Information
on the momentum
flux and nonlinear
Another fascinating example of the dynamical processesin the mesospherethat can be observed due to wave-waveinteractionscan alsobe gleanedfrom P MSE
the presenceof PMSEs are short-period gravity waves. data. Reid e! al. [1988]measuredthe gravitywavemoThe radars observingPMSEs have very good altitude mentum flux and suggestedthat the most intensewave

resolution(better than 100 m with frequency-domain breakingoccurredabove86 km, whichthey regardedas
interferometry [Frankee! al., 1992]),goodhorizontal consistentwith the onset of supersaturation as proposed
resolution(by usingspatial-domain
interferometry[Al- by VanZandtand Fritts [1989]. R•'ster and Reid [1990]
calae! al., 1995]),andgoodDopplerfrequencyandtime used PMSE observations to estimate the mean flow acresolution[Rb'ttgere! al., 1990a].Multibeamradarscan celeration due to wave momentum transfer as well as
also glean information regarding the horizontal varia- the mean winds and tides. R•'ster [1994]showedthat
tion of scatteringlayers [R6'stere! al., 1996]. These there were nonlinear interactions between waves in the
capabilities allow, for instance, observations of rapid
changesin velocity, as we noticed in Figure 4. RSttger

mesopauseregion, and he presentedresults of interac-

tions of the diurnal and semidiurnal tides and planetary
e! al. [1990a] claimed that these fairly regularlyoc- waveswith periods of 2 and 3 days. These kinds of meacurringjumps in frequency(see also Cho and Kelley surementsthat involve variation with height would not
[1993]and Miller et al. [1993])are a signatureof non- be possibleby NLC observationsalone.
There is no question that both NLCs and PMSEs
linearly steepenedgravity wavesthat move PMSE layers up and down. Thus the motion of PMSE layers can are related to the low temperature of the high-latitude
be regardedas accurateimagesof the dynamicsof their summer mesopause. The temperature can be as low
environment. We still need to investigate how much as 110 K [Schmidlin,1992]. This is sufficientlylower
these short-period dynamic processesaffect the PMSE than about 140 K at which condensation occurs for a
water vapor content of 1 ppmv [Gadsden,1981]. It
scatter cross section, however.
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Figure 5. (a) HTI, (b) Doppler spectrogram,and (c) coherencespectrafrom Pan and Rb'ttger
[1996],taken with the EISCAT VHF radar.
has been noted that the mean mesopauseis at about

88 km [yon Zahn and Meyer, 1989; Li'bken and yon
Zahn, 1991; Li'bken et al., 1996], the mean height of
PMSE peak power is at about 86 km [Ecklundand
Balsley, 1981; Czechowskyet al., 1989; Bremer et al.,
1995;Palmeret al., 1996],andthe meanheightof NLCs
is around82-83 km [Gadsdenand Taylor, 1994b;Evans
et al., 1995]. Why is therethis differencein the altitudes
of phenomena that we think are related? We have to recall that these are averagesof height distributions that
have a width

of several kilometers

and the instantaneous

valuesdiffer. On the other hand, there is a real physical

ture minima can occur in the range of interest between
about 80 km and 90 km, which are only observablewith
a high-resolutioninstrument such as the accelerometer

[Philbricket al., 1984];the commonlydeployedpassive
falling spheremethod unfortunately has a resolutionof
a few kilometers in this height regime. These multiple
temperature minima may be causedby steepenedlong-

periodwaves[RSttger,1993, 1994b]and couldbe the
sourceof ice particlelayers [Reid,1995]that, in turn,
createthe multilayered
structureof PMSEs.
We have no doubt that turbulence affects many of
the PMSE observations. However, the predominantly

mechanism
behindsucha difference,
whichisexplained narrowDopplerspectra(Figure4), the recentradar in"Evidence for a Connection Between Subterferometer
observations
(Figure5), and the lackof

in the section

visible Charged Ice Aerosols and PMSEs." Here we
would just like to point out the relationship of the thermal structure to the dynamics. The mesopauseis not a
smoothly behaving minimum in temperature, and the
temperature profile is undulated by tides and waves;the
varianceis significantlygreater above 84 km than below

neutral gas turbulenceobservedby rocket (Figure 6)
lead us to conclude that turbulence is not a necessary

preconditionfor PMSEs. Eventhe strongestturbulence
in the mesopausewould not causeany PMSEs for VHF
radars without the reduction of electron diffusivity. The

necessary(but not sufficient)factor for PMSE produc[L•'bkenet al., 1996].This meansthat severaltempera- tion is the presenceof large chargedspecies(suchas
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cludes the traditional pure scatter from a volume ho-

lOO

mogeneously
filledwith singlescatterers,collectivescatter from individual larger ensembles
or multiple sheets
of scatterersin the volume [Hocking,1985],and even
partial diffusereflection [RSttgerand La Hoz, 1990].
We include the last mechanism, since we do not be-

lieve that gradientsare steepand extend horizontally

wideenough(of the orderof a Fresnelzone(500m at
50 MHz)) to causespecularreflection(W. K. Hocking
and R. RSttger, Studiesof polar mesospheresummer
echoesover the EISCAT VHF radar using calibrated

signalstrengthsand statisticalparameters,submitted
to Journalof Geophysical
Research,1996) at the VHF
radar wavelengthsof severalmeters.
o
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Figure 6. Signal-to-noiseratio from the 46.9-MHz Cor-

Production

Diffusion

The most obvious characteristic

of VHF

PMSEs

that

nell Universityportableradar interferometer(CUPRI) must be explained by any theory is the tremendously
and relative densityfluctuations(in percent)simulta-

large echopower. To this end, it is usefulto think of the
range,Sweden,at 0140UT, August1, 1991(upwardar- problem in the following way. The radar wavesare scatrow is upleg,downwardarrowis downleg)[fromLh'bken tered by inhomogeneitiesin the electron density. Any
fluctuation in the electron density is constantly being
et al., 1993].
smoothed out by diffusion. Thus for radar scatter to
ice aerosolsand extremelylargeclusterions)that lower take place, the balance between density inhomogeneity
the electron diffusivity. Low temperatures are required generation and diffusionmust be in favor of generation.
for the growth of such particles and thus also PMSEs. A larger-than-normal radar scatter crosssection must
However, reduced diffusion alone is not the whole story; then be due to an increasein generation, a decreasein
there must be a fluctuation production mechanism, of diffusion, or both.
Cho et al. [1992a],followingthe ideasof Kelley et al.
which turbulence is one, but definitely not the only one.
[1987],showedthat a significantreductionin plasma
The next section coversthis topic in more detail.
diffusivity would occurin the presenceof a large number
neouslymeasuredin situ by a rocket launchedfrom Es-

Theories

for VHF

of chargediceparticlesor verylarge(hydrationnumber
above20) water-clusterions. They also showedthat

PMSEs

Before the discoveryof P MSEs, VHF radar scatter in
the mesospherewas thought to result from only three
mechanisms: short-lived echoesfrom meteors, weak incoherent scatter from the D-region plasma, and electron density fluctuations directly produced by neutral
gas turbulence. The peculiar nature of PMSEs soon
convinced researchers that another mesosphericradar
scattering phenomenonhad to be added to this list.
Note that we only discuss the theories of VHF PMSEs in this paper. Dressed aerosolscatter, which is the
only viable but still problematic explanation advanced
for UHF PMSEs, is presented, discussed,and critiqued

elsewhere[Hayneset al., 1990; Cho et al., 1992a;Haglots, 1992; La Hoz, 1992; Klostermeyer, 1994a; Trakht-

if neutral gas turbulence was the generator of plasma
fluctuations, then reasonable intensities of turbulence
combined with reduced plasma diffusion could account
for the observed P MSE cross sections. Klostermeyer

[1994b]appliedthis idea to a height-dependent
model
for the ion and ice particle compositions and was able
to reproduce the often observedfeature of two maxima
separated by a tbw kilometers in the power profile of

PMSEs (Figure 7).
However,the observationstell us that neutral gasturbulencecannot be the only generatorof plasmadensity
fluctuations. In fact, it cannot even be the dominant
generation mechanism, since for the majority of the
time VHF PMSEs have spectral widths that are too

engertsand Demekhov,1995; Cho et al., 1996]. The narrow and aspectsensitivitiesthat are too strong for
observations
of PMSEs at MF and HF (see"Frequency turbulence scatter, as shown in the "Observations"secof veryintenseturbuDependence"in the previoussection)are still too re- tion. (But therecanbe instances
lence
that
dominate
the
fluctuation
production [Kelley
cent for us to comment on in a substantial way in this
review.
and Ulwick,1988;Kelley et al., 1990].) Thereforethe
Note that in this paper we prefer to use the gen- searchfor an alternative generationmechanismhas coneral term "scatter" to describe the mechanismcausing tinued and has so far produced four candidates: dust[Trakhtthe P MSEs, since we do not know much about the holescatter [Hayneset al., 1992],opalescence
engerts,
1994a,
hi,
charged-dust-diffusive
(CDD)
waves
arrangements and individual cross sectionsof singlescatter

elements

in the

radar

volume.

This

term

in-

(W. K. Hocking,personalcommunication,
1996), and
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Opalescence. This mechanism is a plasma instability somewhat reminiscent of the Farley-Buneman

(two stream)instability[Farley,1963;Buneman,1963]

z*

that occurs in the electrojet region of the ionosphere.
The counterstreamingcomponentsin the caseof opalescence are ions and electrons versus charged aerosols,
where gravity pulls down the heavy aerosols,while the
lighter ions and electronsare advectedupward by a neutral gasupdraft. Becausethe aerosolsare charged,electric fields provide the restoring force. A related idea

0

wasproposedby RSttgerand La Hoz [1990]wherethe
fall-speeddifferentialleadsto chargeseparation(a la
thunderstorms)that producesa horizontallayeringof
the plasma that scatters radar waves.
The two key conditions for opalescence are that
the aerosol-ion velocity difference must overcome the
plasma diffusion and there must be enough charge-

-4

per-mass
(apparently
of the orderof 5 C kg-1) on

-6

-54

-52

-5O

-48

log 77*

Figure 7. Height profiles of the radar reflectivity at
frequencies 53.5 MHz and 224 MHz computed from

the aerosolsto create significant electric fields. Consequently, one needs a strong, sustained updraft and
heavy aerosolswith high charge numbers. For VHF

PMSEs the updraft mustbe • 2 m s-1, the aerosolra-

the nominalmodel parameters;z* = 0 is 88 km [from
Klostermeyer,1994].

vertical convergence
(G. C. Reid, On the role of vertical convergencein the formation of electron biteouts

and polarmesospheric
summerechoes(PMSE), submitted to Geophysical
ResearchLetters,1996).
Dust-hole scatter.
This mechanism requires the
presenceof horizontal vortex rolls embedded within a
field of falling chargeddust or ice aerosols.For a given
range of fall speedsand vortex rotational rates, there
will be a "forbidden" region within the vortex into

whichthe aerosolscannotpenetrate(Figure 8). Under
such conditions there will be a sharp gradient in the
aerosol concentration

at the vortex

wall.

If the aerosols

are charged,then there will be a correspondinggradient
in the electron and ion densities. These density gradients, if sharp enough, will scatter radar waves at the
top and bottom sides of the vortex wall.
There are four key conditions that must be met for
this mechanism to work: the charged aerosolsmust
dominate the overall plasma chargebalance, the change
in plasma density at the vortex wall must occur well

within the radar Bragg scale (a half wavelengthfor
monostaticradars),the plasmadiffusiontimescalemust
be much greater than the vortex turnover time, and the
vortices must, of course, first exist in the neutral gas.

(There is no experimentalor theoreticalproof yet for
such vortices.) To meet the first three requirements,
the upshot is that the aerosolsmust have a narrow size
distribution with a fairly large mean size, and the vortices must be at scalesthat are small but are still possible in the neutral gas, say, of the order of a few tens of
meters. More specifically,for VHF P MSEs the aerosols
shouldhave a mean radius ,,• 0.1 ym, a number density

of ,,• 10 cm-a, anda chargenumberof ,,• 100.

-30
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Figure 8. Calculationsof dust orbits aroundneutral
gas vortices for aerosolradii 0.15, 0.25, and 0.4 ym
showingthe differencesin the sizeof the forbiddenzone
[from Havneset al., 1992].
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dius must be ~ 0.1 •um,and the aerosolchargenumber welling(a conditionthat existsfor the summermesoneeds to be ~ 100.

sphere)with the diffusivegradientof a tracerin the
Charged-dust-diffusive waves. A viscosity
wave positedirection.Hoppe[1993]studiedthis phenomenon
canbe generatedwhenan atmospheric
gravitywavere- for water cluster ions and concluded that for reasonable
flectsfroma discontinuity
in the medium;it is a highly upwellingvelocitieslayersthin enoughto producePMdamped perturbation that results from a balance be- SEs could not be created.
tween the accelerationand the viscousdissipationterms
in the momentum equation. It can also be thought of Charged Aerosols
as a necessaryproduct when the boundary conditions
Notethe crucialrolethat chargedaerosols
(herewe
imposed at the discontinuity cannot be met with only usethe term to encompass
the entire sizerangefrom

the incident,reflected,and transmittedwaves.(A loose clusterionsto noctilucent
cloudparticles)playsin evanalogy would be the creation of an evanescentwave ery theory,either directlyas a part of the fluctuation
on the other side of a totM-reflectionsurface.) Hock- generatingmechanismor, in every case,becausethey
ing et al. [1991] proposedthe viscositywave as an are necessaryto maintain the electron density strucexplanation for the aspect-sensitive,Fresnel-type scat- ture at the radar Braggscalesby reducingdiffusivity.
ter evident in VHF stratosphere-troposphere
radar data Therefore before being able to evaluate the likelihood
[Hockingand RSttger, 1983]. They postulatedthat of a given theory, we needto discussthe nature of these
gravity wavespartially reflectingfrom regionsof rapidly

changingtemperaturegradientandgravitywavesenter-

aerosols.

NLCs have been observed and studied for over a hun-

ing critical levelswould create viscositywaveswith the dred yearsin the northernhemisphere
[Gadsdenand
appropriate parametersfor producingVHF radar scat- Taylor, 1994a]. Becauseof the difiqcultyin taking in
ter.
situ samples,it has never been proven conclusivelythat
Charged-dust-diffusive
(CDD) wavesare driven by they are composedof ice particles, but the community
viscositywavesin the neutral gas but do not dissipate consensusis strong that such is the case. Ice partiso quickly becauseof the aerosol-inducedreduction in clesnucleatearoundwater-clusterionsand/or meteoric
plasmadiffusivity.As a candidatefor generating
mes0- dust in the mesopausethen grow, if the conditionsare
sphericelectrondensityperturbationsthat can scatter favorable, to larger sizesas they sediment to lower alVHF radar wavest the key parameter is the vertical titudes. Growth is limited by the availabilityof water
wavelengthof the driving viscositywave, which scales vapor and the increaseof temperature with decreasing
asu•/2w-•/2, whereu is thekinematic
viscosity
andw height. Sincethe mean meridionalflow aroundthe sumis the forcing wave frequency.Becausev increaseswith mer mesopauseis equatorward, there is also the horiheight, in the mesosphere
it is impossiblefor reflect- zontal advection of the particles into the warmer, lower
ing gravity waves to create viscositywaveswith ver- latitudes that limit the extent of clouds. Sometimes
tical wavelengthsshort enoughto scatter VHF radar the particles become large enough to be seenfrom the
waves. This is why Hocking and Rottger invokedin- ground with the naked eye, and this is what we call
frasoundwavesinsteadof gravity wavesas the source. NLCs.
The idea is that infrasoundinpingingon a regionof
Logicallythen, there must be ice particlesthat have

rapidly changingtemperaturegradient in the vicinity radii rangingfrom the barelynucleatedstage(< 1 nm)
of the mesopauseproducesviscositywavesin the neu- to that of NLCs (~ 0.1 •um),becausethe largestpartral gasand, correspondingly,
CDD wavesin the plasma ticles must have grown from smaller ones. Becauseof
densitywith shortenoughverticalscalelengthsto scat- the technicaldifficultiesinvolved,onehasnot beenable
ter VHF radar waves.
to detect such particles until very recently. We discuss
Vertical convergence. To visualizevertical con- those observations in the next section.
vergence,one shouldlook at a cumuluscloudtoweras
The particlesizeis crucial. Cho et al. [1992a]showed
it growsupwardto the stable "lid" of a troposphericin- that the diffusioncoefficientsof ions and small charged
versionor eventhe tropopause(i.e., a deepconvection particles are proportional to the inversesquare root of
event). As the vertical convectionencountersthe bot- their reduced mass. This can never become greater
tom of the inversion,the flow is forced to spreadhori- than the mass of the lighter species,whereas the difzontally and an anvil cloudbeginsto form; the flow con- fusivities of charged aerosolslarger than a critical ravergencehas transformeda vertically spreadcloudinto dius (~ 0.5 nm) are proportionalto the inversesquare
a thin, horizontalone. In the mesosphere,
zonesof con- of their size. So small cluster ions and meteoric smoke
vergenceassociated
with the steepening
of long-period particles cannot decreasethe plasma diffusivity, but the
gravity waves and their nonlinear interactions can dis- growingice aerosolshave the potential to do so.
tort regionsof diffuseice particlesinto thin, horizontal
The othercriticalparameteris the aerosolcharge.A
layers in much the same way. Then the ice aerosols pure ice particle, with a high photoelectricwork funccan scavengeelectronsto form abrupt depletionsin the tion, wouldnot be affectedsignificantlyby the solarenelectron density that could scatter radar waves.
ergy impingingon it in the continuousdaylight of the
An idea somewhatrelated to vertical convergence
is polar summer. Therefore the charge on an ice aerosol
a layeringprocessdriven by the balanceof a steadyup- dependson the balance of ion and electron current to
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its surface. Jensenand Thomas[1991] calculateda
charge number of-1 for radius less than 10 nm, and
a linearly increasingchargewith size so that a particle
with radius 0.1 ttm would carry a charge of-4.
On
the other hand, if the ice is not pure but contaminated

by metallicspecies(e.g.,frommeteoricdust),then the
photoelectriccomponentcould becomesignificantand
the aerosolmay becomepositivelycharged. Without
further evidence,the negativelychargedscenariois the
more conservativeassumption.
We have seen that domination of the overall plasma
chargebalance by the aerosolsis an important key for
reducing the diffusivity and thus for all the proposed
theories. Becausethe aerosolsare constrainedto only a
few units of chargeeven for the largest onesaccording
to the pure-ice assumption,charge balance dominance
favors a large number of small aerosolsrather than the
converse;the electron-scavenging
theory of bite-out formation also favors a large number of small particles
[Reid, 1990]. In concreteterms, 10-nm aerosolswith a

chargenumberof-1 andnumberdensityof 1200cm-a
in an ambientelectrondensityof 2000cm-a wouldbe
sufficient to reduce the plasma diffusivity by 2 orders

of magnitude[Cho et al., 1992a]. The difficultywith
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samevolumeof space. The cloudgrowth model dictates
that the ice particlesgrowfrom a largenumberof small,
nucleatingparticlesto a small numberof large, coalesc-

ing particles [Turcoet al., 1982].That is, whena mature, visiblecloudexists,the chanceof a largenumberof
small, subvisibleparticles residingin the same volume
is decreasedbecausethey have been used up to build
the big ones,assumingwater vapor conservation.Also,
becauseof sedimentationthe lighter, PMSE-producing
aerosolswill tend to reside above the NLC. However,
another factor for the averagePMSE occurring higher
than NLCs is the increase in ambient electron density
with height. The radar echoesget strongerwith more
free electrons

available.

In situ measurement of subvisible ice particles is a
problem that has only recently been tackled with any
success. Ion mass spectrometers and Gerdien condensershave an inherent upper measurement limit in

size [Mitchell et al., 1990; Friedrich et al., 1994; Li
et al., 1994],whileopticalsensors
havea lowersizelimit
[W&'lchliet al., 1993]. Sofar, particleimpactdetectors
have also been restricted to the large-size regime, although better design,technology,and characterization
hold promise for extending their range to smaller sizes

the dust-hole scatter and opalescencetheories is that

[WSlchli et al., 1993]. Roughlyspeaking,massspec-

other physicalconstraintsrequire larger aerosols,which
leads to the necessityof having large charge numbers

trometers have been capable of detecting up to • 0.5nm radius particles and aerosolimpact detectorsdown
to • 50 nm, so that aerosolswith a size range of about

per aerosol(• 100).

It is clear that only the direct measurementof aerosol 2 orders of magnitudehave been "dark matter" (i.e.,
population,sizedistribution,and chargestate, with fine undetectableby existinginstruments)to us, and coinspatial resolution,alongwith the neutral gasdynamics, cidentally, this is the size range that theory predicts
will sort out the various theories. For now, let us ex-

is most crucial for PMSEs.

amine the evidence that we have obtained so far.

scalesin the summer mesopauseregion yield both posi-

Evidence

tively [BjSrn et al., 1985]and negatively [$chulteand
Arnold, 1992] chargedmicroclusters,and water clus-

for a Connection

Between

Subvisible

Charged Ice Aerosols and PMSEs
First let us consider the observed correlation

Measurements

at smaller

ter ions have been observedin conjunction with NLCs
between

[Goldbergand Witt, 1977]. In recentexperimentsa

PMSEs and NLCs. A significant correlation was not depletion of positive ions was measuredinside NLCs,
found between PMSEs and ground-basedobservation which was attributed to ion attachment to a large numof NLC occurrence, while only a low correlation was ber (• 100,000cm-a) of small(1-2 nm)ice particles
reported between PMSEs and satellite measurements [Balsigeret al., 1993, 1995, 1996]. On the other hand,
of PMCs (see"Connections
with Other Phenomena"in small depletionsof electron density [Mitchell et al.,
the previoussection).We needto find a reasonfor this, 1995]as well as dropsin conductivity[Croskeyet al.,
since the aerosol-dependenttheoriesof PMSEs would 1990]havebeenobservedin NLC layers.
The first results from an innovative, double-gridded
initially lead one to expect a high correlationbetween
PMSEs and NLCs.
electrostaticprobe calledthe Dusty showpromisefor
The high correlationshould only materialize if the detectingchargedaerosolsin the previouslyunobservaerosolsresponsiblefor producing PMSEs were large able size regime [Havneset al., 1996a,hi. A Dusty
enoughto be visibleas NLCs. This would be the case launchedduring PMSE conditions(no NLCs) yielded
two electrondensitybite-out regionsthat matchedwell
for both dust-holescatter and opalescenceaccordingto
with negativelychargedaerosollayers,supportingthe
the estimates of aerosolsize necessaryto generate P Mby ice particles(FigSEsgivenby their proponents.Thus the lackof statisti- idea that electronsare scavenged
cal correlation between PMSEs and NLCs would argue ure 9). The investigators
estimatedaerosolparameters
of radius20 nm andnumberdensity1100cm-a at altiagainstthese theories.
Here we come to a crucial point: On the other hand, tude 87.6 km assuminga chargenumberof- 1. Another
ocif the aerosolscapable of producing PMSEs were pref- Dusty wasflown througha regionof simultaneously
erentiallysmaller,subvisibleones [Reid, 1990], then curring PMSEs and NLCs; in this instancea region
one would not expect PMSEs and NLCs to occurin the of electron density enhancementwas observedthat ap-
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al., 1996b]. And simultaneous
lidar and radar measurementsshoweda PMSE region where the observed
NLC fitted like hand-in-glovealongthe lowerboundary

,
,

between

Swartz et al., 1993; Blix and Thrane, 1993; Havnes et
o

:

,
,

for a connection

(see"DynamicsandThermalStructure"in the previous
section). Simultaneous
rocketand radar observations
haveshownthe NLC layerlying below(or in the bottom portionof) the PMSE layer [W&'lchliet al., 1993;

,

,,

evidence

subvisibleaerosolsand PMSEs. Statistically, the peak
of P MSEs occurs at 86 km, which is between the averagemesopauseat 88 km where the ice particlesstart
to nucleate and the mean height of NLCs at 82-83 km

CONE

:

is indirect

:
,

couldnot determinethe sizeof the lidar-scatteringparticles, but they were certainly large enoughto be optically detectable. Also, the occurrenceof electron density bite-outs and depletionsin the area of PMSEs can
be construedas a signof chargedice particles,sincethe
scavengingof electronsby subvisibleice aerosolsis their
mostlikely explanation(see"Connections
With Other
Phenomena"in the previoussection).
Becausethe formation of ice aerosolsis critically dependent on the temperature falling below a threshold

[e.g., Gadsden,1981], if one ignoresthe variationin
I
,:

'

' ::

Gdd

PMSE_..............•

-4
82,0

84,0

86,0

88,0

rocket-launched
sensors[Inhesteret al., 1994],which
showed that more than 80% of the P MSEs occurred

90,0

Altitude
(km)
Figure 9.

The measured currents as a function of

heightfrom grid 1 (biasedat 6.2 V), grid 2 (biasedat
-6.2 V), anode(the dustcollectorat the bottomof the
Dusty probe, biasedat -2 V), and the electronportion of the CONE (combinedneutralandelectronprobe
mountedat the rear of the payload)probe.The height
ranges of the PMSE backscattersignalsgiven by the
ALOMAR-SOUSY

53.5-MHz

the water vapor supply, then PMSEs ought to correlate well with some threshold temperature if it requires
ice particles. Climatologically,this was noticed to be
true from the beginning[Balsleyet al., 1983a],although
the causal link via ice particles had not been made. A
higher-resolutioncomparisonwas made with a seriesof

at heightswhere the temperaturefell below 140 K, a
reasonablethreshold temperature for ice formation in
the mesopause.Water vapor variation apparently does

play a role, however.Balsleyand Huaman[thisissue]
showedthat the seasonalcurve of low summer temperatures is displacedfrom the PMSE occurrencecurve by
somewhat more than a week; they attributed this differenceto the water vapor content peaking later than
the temperature minimum.

radar are indicated where

However, because we do not have the capability
of continuouslymeasuringtemperature profiles,others
launch,andthe thickbar is a "bestfit" 9 min later (as- have used dynamicsas a long-term proxy for temperasumingadvectionof the rocket-probedvolume). The ture variations. The basicidea, assumingthat temperrocket was launchedfrom Andoya, Norway,at 2239 UT
ature variationsare strictly due to adiabatic expansion
on July 28, 1994[fromHavneset al., 1996b].
and compression,is that an oscillation in the vertical
displacementwill lag verticalvelocityby 900, whichwill
parentlycorresponded
to a layer of positivelycharged be in phase with negative excursionsin the temperaaerosolsand NLCs. The authorsinferred60-nm parti- ture, so low temperature will lag upward velocity by

the thin line refers to the signal at the time of rocket

cleradiuswith chargenumber~ 80 andnumberdensity 90ø. Then, becauseice growthtakesa certain amount
of time (about a few hoursfor 10-nmparticles [Turco
with a grain of salt, sincea numberof assumptions
had et al., 1982]),the maximumdensityof subvisibleparto be made to obtain them. However,this is the first ev- ticles will lag low temperatureby 0ø for longer cycle
idencethat photoelectricchargingmay be an important times to 900 for shorter cycletimes. Note that the hymechanismfor NLC particles, and it is sure to motivate dration of cluster ions proceedsmore quickly, so their
an intense debate on the nature of these aerosols.
growth will follow the low temperaturephasewith little
~ 100 cm-3. Note that these estimates should be taken
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lag [Hall, 1990]. The conclusion
is that PMSE power strong electrical activity within a PMSE layer that was
shouldlag upward velocity by 900 to 1800. So far, statistical studies have produced results that fall in this

likely produced by chargedaerosols.

range[ChoandMorley,1995;HoppeandFrills, 1995b], Evidence for Neutral Dynamics Producing

whereassinglecasestudiesof a particular gravity wave Plasma Fluctuations
haveboth supportedIRa'slet,1995]and disagreed
with
All the plasma fluctuation production mechanisms
[Frills e! al., 1988; Williamse! al., 1989]this scheme. that we discussedrequire someform of neutral dynamThe latter papers showeda correlation of echo power ics as an input: turbulence, vortex rolls from shear
with the most unstable phase of the wave or the max- instabilities, updrafts, infrasound waves, long-period
imum upward velocity phase, respectively,suggesting gravity waves, or vertical convergence.Let us examthe importance of turbulence as a dynamic input to ine each one with respect to the observations.
echo production in certain instances. Such clear correThe presenceof energeticturbulenceis deducedfrom
lations betweenvertical velocityand signalpowernatu- radar data when the scattering is isotropic and the
rally leads to the suspicionthat mean vertical motions Dopplerspectrumis wide (minusany beam-broadening
calculated from PMSE data would have a significant effects [Hocking,1985]). Statistically,noticeableturbias; this problem is discussedseparately in the section bulence in PMSEs occurs during a minority of the
"Problem of Mean Vertical Velocity."
time and in the higher-altitude area of the PMSE
In a relateddevelopment,Sugiyaraae! al. [1996]no- zone [RStiger e! al., 1988; Thomasand Astin, 1994;
ticed a 5.5-day periodicity in the Poker Flat PMSE sig- Czechowsky
e! al., 1996; Huaraan and Balsley,1996].
nal strength that did not correlate with the dynam- A possibleexceptionis the report by Yi e! al. [1992]
ics. Using an NLC model that assumedion nucleation of critical levels and maximum wave energy density lorather than meteoricdust nucleation[Sugiyama,1994, cated at the lower edge of the PMSE region, which

1995], they were able to reproducethe sameperiod- they interpret as a sign of turbulenceproduction. This,

icity in ice cloud formation using reasonable parame-

however, is an indirect indication and not a direct ob-

ters. Thus mesopausal
ice cloudformation(and thus, servation of turbulence. The preferenceof turbulence
perhaps,PMSEs) may havea "natural"oscillationfre- to occur in the higher PMSE sectorwas also observed
quency due mainly to the available water recyclingbe- duringthe NoctilucentCloud 1991(NLC-91) campaign
tweengasand solidphasesin a period of about 5.5 days. (for campaignoverview,see Goldberge! al. [1993]
Evidence for the reduction in plasma diffusivity has and Goldberge! al. [1994]). Simultaneousmeasurecome from

both radar

and rocket observations.

Collis

ments of neutral and plasma density fluctuations dur-

e! al. [1988],Hall andBrekke[1988],and Klostermeyer ing a double-layer PMSE event showedthe upper layer
[1994a]used incoherentscatter radar spectralwidths to have neutral and plasma turbulence as measured
(which narrow with decreasingplasmadiffusivity)to by rockets, wide Doppler spectra, and isotropic scatinfer the presenceof large chargedspeciesin the summer mesopauseregion. We must add a note of cau-

tering as observedby VHF radars, whereasthe lower

layer displayedno neutral turbulence,spiky (nonturtion here: Hall and Brekke[1988]useda VHF radar bulent) plasma fluctuations,narrow Doppler spectra,
for which, during PMSE conditions, coherent scatter and aspectsensitivity [Cho e! al., 1993;L6'bkene! al.,
dominates. Therefore by definition, one cannot derive 1993; Ulwicke! al., 1993]. This resultwasimportant bepure incoherent scatter spectral widths while PMSEs causeuntil then one had only measuredthe plasma flucexists. One should use UHF radars for this purpose, tuations, which had shown both turbulent and nonturalthough they may also be affected by nonincoherent bulentcharacteristics[Kelley and Ulwick,1988],withscattermechanisms
[e.g.,RSttgere! al., 1990b].L•'bken out simultaneouslyobservingwhat tke neutral gas was
e! al. [1994]usedrocket-borne
probesto simultaneously doing. In the P MSE zone, one cannot assumethe same
measure neutral gas and electron density fluctuations dynamical behavior for the neutrals and the plasma
within a PMSE layer. They were also able to confirm, [e.g.,Hall, 1993].
by using a turbulence model, that the electron diffusivDust-hole scatter requires horizontal vortices that result from shear microinstabilities.
We would thus exity in the PMSE layer was reduced.
Electric field measurementscan also give us more pect a correlation between PMSEs and zonesof maxiinformation about charged aerosols. A comparison mum wind shear. Such a correlation sometimes exists,
of data from a rocket-borne photometer and a dou- although at larger scalesthan the requiredvortices,esble probe showed an abrupt electric field perturba- peciallyfor weaker,broad-spectral
PMSEs [Czechowsky
tion and irregularitiesinsidean NLC [Goldberg,
1989]. e! al., 1989],whichcouldbe a signof turbulencerather
Zadorozhnye! al. [1993]useda rocket-bornefield mill than coherent vortices. We recommend further invesand recorded anomalously large values of the verti- tigation using high-resolutionradar interferometry to
cal electric field encompassinga region of PMSEs and probe for vortex structures.
NLCs. While the interpretation of field mill data as
Opalescencedependson a neutral gasupdraft, so cortrue electric fields in the presenceof aerosolsis contro- relation with upward velocity should be manifested. As
versial, the disturbance detected was an indication of discussedearlier, this correlation is not generally oh-
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served,but it can happen in specificinstances [Frills
el al., 1988; Williams el al., 1989].
The presenceof infrasound and its scatter by sharp
changes in the vertical temperature gradient are the

able to rule out the earlier explanation that relied on

the Stokesdrift [Coy e! al., 1986]. Alternatively,Stir!
and Kudeki[1991]suggested
that the distortionsin the

large-amplitudegravity wavesof the upper mesosphere
keysto charged-dust-diffusive
(CDD) waves.To check could cause preferential sampling of certain phasesof
this theory we need to be able to observe infrasound
waves and measure very high resolution temperature

profilesin the presenceof PMSEs, which will require
the launchingof accelerometersor other high-resolution
instruments rather than passivefalling spheres.
To investigate regions of vertical convergence,one
needs a mapping of the temperature and threedimensionalwind field. True imagesof the wind field
are difficult to produce with existing radar systemsdue
to their single-lineEulerian nature of measurement,but
radar interferometry may be used within the radar volume for high-resolutionmapping.
Finally, let us note that all the nonturbulent fluctuation generators rely on Fresnel-type scattering to pro-

the velocity field.
In fact, radar measurementsin the tropospherealso
yield significant mean downward speedsthat contradict

theoretical

considerations.

Nastrom

and

Van-

Zandt [1994]proposedthat verticallypropagatinggravity waves introduce a correlation between the radar reflectivity and the vertical velocity that results in preferential sampling. That is, for an upward propagating

wavethe phaseof maximumstaticstability(whichthese
authors claim correspondsto maximum radar reflectivity whether the scattering mode is turbulent or specu-

lar) occursduringmaximumdownwardvelocity.Hoppe
and Fritts [1995a]analyzeda particular4-hoursegment
of VHF

PMSE

data and showed that there was a corre-

duce PMSEs (i.e., some deterministichorizontaland
vertical structure). Assumingthis is the case, it is
possibleto compute radar crosssectionsfrom a high-

lation between reflectivity and downward velocity that
was capableof introducinga significantdownwardbias.
However, as discussedin "Evidence for a Connection

resolution profile of rocket-observedelectron density if
one assumessomevalue for the coherencyof the density

BetweenSubvisibleChargedIce Aerosolsand PMSEs,"
other studiesyield different phaserelationshipsbetween
reflectivity and vertical velocity. Furthermore, we note
that a bias in the velocity estimate can result if the noise
is not adequately subtracted from the signal. Therefore
one must be very careful to eliminate this effect before
calculating velocity values.

structure

transverse

to the radar

beam.

Such calcula-

tions havebeencarriedout [Hoppeel al., 1994]with
somedegreeof successin comparingthem to the actual
radar data. But to make a truly convincingcalculation,
one needs a physical measurementof the horizontal coherence of individual

vertical

structures.

Summary Discussion and Future

Problem of Mean Vertical Velocity

Research

If the thermal structure of the summer polar mesosphere were strictly determined by radiative equilibrium, it ought to be warmer than the winter polar
mesosphere.In fact, it is much colder [e.g., L•bken

One of the first thingsnoticedabout PMSEs wastheir
climatologicalcorrelationwith low temperature. Statistical studiesusingin situ measurements
havegivenfur-

and vonZahn, 1991].The acceptedtheoryaccounts
for

perature(about 140 K). The theoryof reducedelectron

the discrepancy by a mean upward flow of the order

diffusionvia charged aerosolshas provided the causal
link betweenlow temperature and enhancedradar scat-

of I cm s-• to the summermesopause
that lowersthe
temperaturevia adiabatic expansion [Lindzen,1981].
There's one problem, however. The long-termmeasurements of vertical velocity in the summer polar mesospheremade by both VHF and MF radars yield a mean
downward

motion.

In the case of the VHF

radar mea-

Directions

ther evidence that PMSEs

occur below a threshold tem-

ter; the presenceof very large water-clusterions (hydration number above -,, 20) and electricallycharged
aerosols retards

the

diffusive

destruction

of inhomo-

geneities at scalessmaller than the neutral turbulence
fluctuations in the electron density that scatter radar

surementover Poker Flat [Balsleyand Riddle, 1984] waves.
There are two other mesopausalphenomenathat are
the sinkrate was-,, 20-30 cm s- • that wasonlymanifestedin the PMSE zone,i.e., during June-Julyand in linked to these charged aerosols. First is the electron
the upper mesosphere.The MF radar observedlarge density bite-out/depletion that has been observedin
downwardmotionsthroughoutall mesospheric
heights conjunction with PMSEs. Here, theory has also produringthe summer[MeekandManson,1989],soclearly vided the causalconnection:assuminga compositionof
the downward bias is not peculiar to PMSEs. We say
"bias" since such large downward motions are physically incompatible with the observedthermal structure
and horizontal motion away from the polar mesopause.
It may be that the bias is especiallypronouncedduring PMSEs due to the fall speed of the charged ice

pure ice, the most likely mechanismfor creatinga biteout is electron scavengingby a large number of small

(-,, 10 nm) aerosols.Becausethe reduceddiffusiontheory alsofavorsthe sametype of particles(arisingfrom
the requirementof overall plasmachargebalancedominanceby the aerosols),it makessensethat PMSEs ocparticlesas suggested
by Hall et al. [1992],who were cur in the same regionas the electrondepletions.
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The second aerosol phenomenon is, of course, the
NLC. Becausethe creation of particles forming these
clouds are also dependent on low temperature and because the P MSE theories rely on the presenceof aerosols, it is natural to surmise that NLCs and PMSEs
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are different, the PMSEs at the different radar Bragg
scales may not correlate well with each other. Future

experimentswill have to sort out their relationshipto
one other.

Assumingthat the initiation of PMSEs is not overtly
dependenton short-periodwavesand turbulence, they
mixed; until recently,there were no truly collocatedand can be used effectively as passivetracers for the strucsimultaneous observations of NLCs and PMSEs.
New
ture and dynamics of the mesopauseregion, much as
resultsusinglidar andradarto probethe samevolume NLCs have been used in this regard for many years.
(Figure3 is anexample)
showed
that thetwophenom- They provideus with information(high temporaland
ena can either be tightly or looselycoupledand that altituderesolution,near-continuous
time coverage)that
for the former case,the NLC existedalongthe bottom NLCs have not been able to provide. However, beof the PMSE. If one lookscarefullyat the reduceddif- causeP MSEs are strongly dependenton the temperafusiontheory,then one realizesthat it prefersa large ture, which in turn is modulated by dynamicsand somenumberof small,subvisible
particlesovera smallnum- times even directly dependent on turbulence, they are
ber of big, visibleaerosols,
assuming
that the aerosols not pure tracers but neither are NLCs. Perhapsit is one
are pureicethat cannotget charged
abovea few elec- aspect of such a dependenceon the state of the medium
tronsperaerosol.In thiscase,therelationship
between that PMSE-derived mean vertical velocity appearsto be
NLCs and PMSEs would be analogousto an iceberg, unusually biased in the downwarddirection, although
wherethe visibletip is the smallnumberof big parti- we have somereservationsregarding these results. Avcles that manifest themselvesas NLCs and where the erage vertical velocity is difficult to measure,in general,
submerged
massisthelargenumberofsmaller,subvisi- and by radar under any circumstance,but PMSEs pose
bleparticles
that createtherightcondition
for PMSEs. a special problem sinceits scattering mechanismis still
On the other hand,if large,NLC-type particlescanget under investigation. The various ideas put forth to exhighlymultiply charged,then they too can act to re- plain the downward bias are still on trial and it will take
duceplasmadiffusion
eventhoughtheirnumberdensity very careful measurementswith well-calibrated, highly
maybe low. Boththe average
and "snapshot"
heights sensitive, fine-resolution radars, and very careful analobservedof the mesopause,
PMSEs, and NLCs arestag- ysis procedures to sort out the problem.
should be correlated.

The observations

so far have been

geredin altitude,whereNLCsarelowest,PMSEsabove We have some ideas for future research: Radars in
them,andbotharebelowtheaverage
temperature
min- both the Arctic and Antarctic should be operated as
continuously as possible to keep track of long-term
trends that may show signs of global changeas well as
to further study the latitudinal dependenceand asymmetry between the north and the south. To obtain
new information from casestudies, the radar techniques
erwisewouldbe wipedout, the fluctuationshaveto be used must be pushed to new standards of spatial resolu-

imum.

Reducedelectrondiffusionis a necessarybut not sufficient condition for PMSEs. Whereas the reduceddiffusionallowsthe persistence
of densityfluctuationsat
small scalesto which the radars are sensitivethat oth-

generated
by somemechanism
in the firstplace.In re- tion (downto tensof meterswith spatialand frequency
centyearsthe emphasis
hasbeenshiftingawayfrom interferometry,for instance). More exactly collocated
strongneutralgasturbulenceas the fluctuationgen- multifrequency radar observations should be made to
erator due to the predominanceof extremely narrow illuminate the relationship between the scatterers at difDopplerspectraandaspectsensitivity
observed
byVHF ferent length scales.Horizontalimaging(optical CCD
radars.No doubt,strongturbulencedoesoccurat times arrays for passive NLC observations, steerable lidars,
(especially,
it seems,
in theupperregion
of thePMSE and digitalbeam-formingradars)mustbe incorporated
zone)withtheresultant
viscous-convective
subrange
as to sort out the differencebetweenLagrangianand Euledocumented
by rocketandradarexperiments.However, rian measurements.Simply accumulatingstatistics will
someother mechanismmust be workingfor the major- not help to test the various scattering theories. It will
ity of PMSEevents,andthisis whereseveral
theoriesalsobe of great interest to investigatethosehighly non-

(dust-hole
scatter,
opalescence,
CDDwaves,
andverti- linear

effects of wave-wave

interactions

as well as the

calconvergence)
havebeenproposed
but not yetproven possibility of solitary waves as apparently observedby
the radars.

experimentally.
We have not discussedin any detail the PMSEs observedat radar frequenciesother than in the VHF band.
However, the dressed aerosol scatter mechanism proposed for UHF PMSEs and the ME echoes that are
likely resultingfrom steepgradientsassociatedwith the
electron density bite-outs are both clearly linked to the

Other remote sensinginstruments such as lidars and
satellites have been developedto the point of becoming
usefulalliesin measuringcloudparticleswith better and
better spatial and temporal resolution. They should be
used wheneverpossibleto complementthe radar observations. New techniquessuchas artificial periodic inho-

same sort of conditions

mogeneity(API) [Terina, 1996]andmeteor-trail-decay

that

create

VHF

PMSEs.

On

the other hand, since the actual scattering structures [Tsutsumiet al., 1994]methodsare beingdevelopedto
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investigatethe diffusivity in the mesosphere.Although thors who made their yet-unpublished material available to
the former measureseddy diffusivity and the latter may US.
not be able to measurethe reduction in plasma diffusionassociated
with PMSEs(the iceaerosols
andcluster References
ions may be destroyedby the heat dissipationof the me-

teor), they shouldbe examinedfor possibleapplication
to PMSE

studies.
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